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Staff Engineer Power Device Development (f/m/div)*

Job description
In this position you will develop semiconductor devices on Wafer-Level for Automotive 
Power Technologies combining performance with intelligence. Together with your 
team you will face performance, reliability and manufacturability requirements. You 
like to use design-of-experiment methodology, mainly based on TCAD, but hardware, 
too, for fast and efficient learning cycles? Are you keen to develop your technical and 
social skills while working on innovative topics? Then this is the right place for you! 
With this position, you will be assigned to our „technical ladder”: our career path for 
experts. You will be able to focus deeply on technology development – while further 
pursuing your career. As you continually expand your expert knowledge, puzzle over 
matters and solve problems, you will position yourself as a thought leader – thus 
helping our products improve our world a bit more each day.

In your new role you will: 

  at wafer New development of power devices in Silicon and/or GaN technology
level, mostly based on  or existing technologies optimization of the device 

 of existing devicesparameters and processes

 ; focus on Implementation of new findings in semiconductor technologies
simulating the devices in TCAD (Synopsis) environment

 (Design-of-Experiments) in TCAD and on wafer levelCreation of DoEs

 of the most important  Measurement and evaluation development parameters
using wafer probers in a laboratory or

 from productionEvaluation of the measurement results

This position is suitable for full-time and part-time. 

Profile
You are able to quickly establish a successful cooperation and clarify areas of 
responsibility, coordinate your work with colleagues and regularly share your insights 
with them. You strive for continuous improvement and promote an awareness for 
quality in your area of work. You set yourself ambitious goals, remain aware of the big 
picture even in complex situations and take decisions despite uncertain circumstances. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

A degree in  or equivalentElectrical Engineering, Physics, Material Science

 in semiconductor technology development, At least 3 years of experience
process integration or production

Experience in Silicon or GaN Device Development on Wafer Level

Experience in  (simulation software) TCAD based Device Development

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Experience in  (simulation software) TCAD based Device Development

Sound knowledge in semiconductor process technology and semiconductor 
physics

Experience in  (a plus)laboratory measurement technology

Worked in a  in a project team high-tech environment

 as well as agile approaches would be an Experience in own project management
advantage

Practice in systematic problem-solving techniques

Experience in  is desired, but not a mustautomotive applications

 language skills, fluency in German is an advantageExcellent English

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

–  Automotive (ATV) shapes the future of mobility with micro-electronics enabling clean, 
 – safe and smart cars

Semiconductors are essential to realize key trends like eMobility, automated driving 
and secure, connected cars. Infineon  is the #1 semiconductor partner in the fast-ATV
changing automotive world, based on our system knowledge coupled with our passion 
for innovation and quality. We are a key driver in the ever-advancing pace of 
digitalization in the automotive industry. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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